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Exciton-light coupling in quantum wells: From motional narrowing to superradiance
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We show numerically that spatial delocalization of excition-polariton states in multiple quantum wells leads
to efficient narrowing of exciton resonances with respect to the single-quantum-well~QW! case. This is a
manifestation of a motional narrowing effect, i.e., averaging of short-range potential fluctuations by extended
exciton-polariton modes. Increasing the number of QW’s or decreasing the degree of disorder, one recovers the
superradiance regime where the exciton linewidth is governed by the splitting between the strongest exciton-
polariton modes and now increases with an increasing number of QW’s. Vertical disorder, in which the
different wells are no longer equivalent, suppresses both effects.@S0163-1829~98!50720-5#
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Exciton-photon coupling in quantum well structures s
elicits significant fundamental interest. Starting from the p
neering work by Agranovich and Dubovskii,1 elaborated
theories of exciton polaritons in two-dimensional syste
have been created both within quantum and semiclass
approaches. Exciton polaritons are quasiparticles appea
due to the exciton-light interaction and having a finite rad
tive lifetime in two dimensional systems. The difference b
tween exciton polaritons and excitons, to first order, is th
different spatial extent: an exciton is localized in a sing
quantum well~QW! while an exciton polariton propagate
through the entire structure.

As will be shown below, this difference may be unavoi
able in real systems because of the presence of pote
fluctuations necessarily arising from QW width fluctuation
alloy fluctuations, random fields from defects, etc. The
fluctuations cause inhomogeneous broadening of exc
resonances~to be distinguished from the homogeneo
broadening due to phonons!.

The idea of this work is to show that exciton polaritons
multiple quantum wells~MQW’s!, being extended quantum
particles, are subject to the quantum motional narrowing
fect. This effect, known in atomic physics,2 reduces the
width of spectral lines corresponding to some quantum tr
sition due to averaging of the disorder potential in the sys
within the localization radius of a particle participating in th
transition. In our case, the polaritonic motional narrowing
manifest in a reduction of the width of the exciton resonan
in MQW’s with respect to a single QW having the sam
distribution function of in-plane potential fluctuations. Th
exciton-polariton mode averages the fluctuation poten
along the structure growth direction, which leads to the n
rowing of spectral lines.

Motional narrowing provideslonger exciton radiative de-
cay times in typical MQW structures than in single QW
contrary to predictions from existing superradiance theo
which do not take into account the effect of exciton inhom
geneous broadening.3 The term ‘‘superradiance’’ in this con
text means enhancement of the radiative decay rate of e
tons in MQW’s due to multiple reflections between QW
570163-1829/98/57~20!/12697~4!/$15.00
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The superradiance regime is realized when the excit
polariton radiative decay rate exceeds the inhomogene
broadening and may be achieved by a further increase in
number of QW’s in the structure. All the above effects co
pletely disappear if the average exciton resonance freque
changes from well to well because this ‘‘vertical disorde
destroys the extended coherence in the system.

Disorder effects on the exciton radiative properties
quantum wells have been extensively studied theoretic
and experimentally during recent years.4 The closest to our
present theoretical work5 dealing with time-resolved dynam
ics of MQW structures, presented a semiclassical techni
allowing both disorder and polariton effects to be taken in
account. No emphasis was put on disorder averaging or
perradiance effects. An accurate quantum-mechanical th
of the potential fluctuation effect on the dielectric suscep
bility of quantum wells has been developed b
Zimmermann.6 This theory, however, does not take into a
count the retarded light-exciton interaction, i.e., the polari
effect, which is the subject of our present study. In the l
two years substantial interest has been focused on the
tional narrowing problem in semiconductor microcaviti
with embedded quantum wells.7,8 In this kind of system, the
reduction of the width of exciton-polariton resonances at
anticrossing of cavity photon and exciton modes has a
been associated with averaging of the fluctuation potentia
the QW plane.

This in-plane averaging in a single QW should be dist
guished from the vertical averaging in MQW structures th
is considered here. It is difficult to unambiguously associ
a lateral size with the exciton polaritons because they con
of coherently coupled localized excitons that are separa
by distances on the order of the wavelength of resonant li
However, at normal incidence in the MQW’s, there is
change to the in-plane dispersion. In contrast, polariton
fects in microcavities, according to Ref. 7, lead to the lig
ening of the exciton in-plane mass that changes the exc
energy distribution function. We also note that the data7 can
equally be explained without the last assumption.9 Finally,
R12 697 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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the first experimental data on the vertical motional narrow
in MQW’s have been obtained very recently by Baumbe
et al.10

In the present work we propose and prove the concep
motional narrowing-superradiance interplay in MQW’s. W
have extended the recently developed semiclassical theo
exciton inhomogeneous broadening in QW’s9,11 and applied
it to our specific problem: the exciton resonance line-sh
dependence on the number of QW’s in a MQW structu
The approach is based on the solution of Maxwell equati
for light incident on the structure taking into account t
nonlocal contribution of the inhomogeneously broadened
citon resonance to the dielectric susceptibility of the QW
Reflectivity of the MQW structures is calculated by
transfer-matrix method with Maxwell boundary conditions

The transfer matrix across one period of the MQW co
necting the amplitudes of light waves propagating forwa
and backward in the structure is

T5
1

t F ~ t22r 2!eikd re2 ikd

2reikd e2 ikd G , ~1!

whered is the period of the structure,k is the wave vector of
light in the media, with amplitude reflection and transmiss
coefficients of the QW

r 5
iax

12 iax
, t511r . ~2!

Here x is the dielectric susceptibility of the quantum we
which contains contributions distributed in frequency fro
all the exciton resonances through a functionf (v) due to the
exciton inhomogeneous broadening, anda is a parameter
proportional to the exciton radiative decay rate. We assu
the wave vector of light in the plane of the QW’s to b
conserved. Althoughf (v) is frequently assumed to be sym
metric, a realistic resonance frequency distribution produ
by the coupling of light with exciton states in a disord
potential is inevitably asymmetric.12,13 This is due to the fi-
nite quantum confinement energy of the excitons forming
lower energy tail. A symmetrical distribution introduces pr
nounced additional destructive interferences in time11 that
are washed out in experiments due to this asymmetry. In
following we will assumef (v) takes the form of an asym
metric Gaussian broadened by a parameterD1 at energies
lower thanv0 and byD2 at energies higher thanv0 .

Representing the eigenvalues of the matrix~1! in the form
l65e6 iQd with corresponding eigenvectorsI 65@a6

1 # where

a65reikd/e(2 ikd2te6 iQd), one can obtain using standa
boundary conditions~no light incident from6`! an equation
for polariton eigenenergies

a1eiNQd5a2e2 iNQd, ~3!

whereN is the number of QW’s. Solutions of Eq.~3! form a
spectrum of so-called ‘‘dark’’ and ‘‘ bright’’ polariton modes
~for details see Ref. 3!. The parameter governing ‘‘darkness
and ‘‘brightness’’ of the mode is the imaginary part of i
complex eigenfrequency. The size of this imaginary par
proportional to the oscillator strength of the given mode a
inversely proportional to its lifetime. ‘‘Bright’’ or superradi
ant modes in MQW’s have eigenfrequencies whose ima
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nary part exceeds the imaginary part of the single QW
lariton mode. ‘‘Dark’’ modes have an imaginary part of th
eigenfrequency close to zero.

In the case of no disorder, a sum rule is valid for excito
polariton eigenfrequenciesv j :

(
i 51

N

@v i2v01 i ~g1G0!#50, ~4!

wherev0 is the exciton resonance frequency,g is the exciton
homogeneous broadening, andG0 is its radiative decay rate
As follows from Eq.~4!, only few very bright modes can b
present in the system. Approximate analytical formulas
eigenenergies of dark and bright modes are given in Ref.

Figure 1 shows the complex eigenenergies of exciton
laritons in a stack of five GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum wells
(\v051.543 eV,d5240 Å,g50, \G050.026 meV! for dif-
ferent values of the disorder parameterD5D15D2 . In the
absence of disorder this structure is characterized by
bright and three dark modes~solid squares!. In the presence
of disorder, the spectrum of eigenmodes changes drastic
bright modes become much darker while the splitting b
tween them slightlyincreases. For comparison, the exciton
polariton eigenfrequency in a single QW is also shown.

Clearly, the inhomogeneous broadening must suppress
optical coupling between different wells because disorder
stroys the coherence in the system. In order to get a de
tive handle on this effect, we have considered Brag
arranged MQW’s where only one superradiant polarit
mode has nonzero oscillator strength.15 The dependence with
D of the imaginary part of the eigenenergy of this sole p
lariton mode is shown in Fig. 2. One can see that the su
radiant mode in 10 QW’s is much more resistive to disord
than the modes in 5 and 1 QW’s. This illustrates the gene
rule: brighter polariton modes are less influenced by diso
der than darker modes.The competition between polaritoni
coupling and inhomogeneous broadening in the system
responsible for the motional narrowing effect in MQW’s.

FIG. 1. Complex eigenenergies (Ei) of the exciton-polariton
modes in a periodic structure of 5 QW’s described in the text, in
absence~solid squares! and in the presence~circles and triangles! of
disorder. For comparison, the exciton-polariton eigenenergy i
single QW is shown in the absence of disorder~star! and atD50.05
meV ~circle!. E051.543 eV.
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Figure 3 shows the calculated reflection spectra from
riodic structures with 1, 5, 10, 25, and 50 QW’s. The para
eters (v0 ,d,g,G0) for all these structures are the same
before. Asymmetric inhomogeneous distributions of excito
have been adopted with broadeningsD150.4 meV, D2
50.7 meV in order to make the model systems as close
possible to the experimentally studied ones.10 The line-shape
variations with changes in the number of QW’s in the stru
ture are quite remarkable. The linewidth decreases with
crease ofN from 1 to 10, then it starts to increase again, a
a fine structure of the exciton resonance appears.

The initial decrease of the linewidth with increaseN is a
direct manifestation of the motional narrowing effect. E

FIG. 2. Imaginary part of the complex eigenenergy of the
perradiant mode in 1, 5, and 10 Bragg-arranged QW’s vs diso
parameterD.

FIG. 3. Reflectivity spectra of periodic structures containing
5, 10, 25, and 50 QW’s. For all structures,\v051.543 eV, d
5240 Å,g50, \G050.026 meV,D150.4 meV, andD250.7 meV.
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tended exciton-polariton states in 10 QW’s better average
disorder than the polariton modes in 5 QW’s and inde
better than the lone exciton-polariton state in the single Q
From Fig. 2 we see that forN55 or 10 the amount of dis-
order assumed strongly suppresses the oscillator streng
bright modes. In this regime, we cannot see a fine struc
connected with different polariton modes~they are too
weak!. The role of polaritons consists in vertical averagi
of the disorder potential.

The transition to another regime that can be called ‘‘s
perradiant’’ occurs atN;25. In this case two distinct peak
are now seen in the spectrum. They correspond to two br
modes having sufficient oscillator strength to be seen in s
of the inhomogeneous broadening. The total linewidth
creases with respect to the 10 QW structure, because o
substantial splitting between the two superradiant modes
the 50 QW structure one can already see three peaks c
sponding to three modes bright enough to resist disor
The linewidth in this case is, of course, wider.

Thus, searching for optimum samples with extremely n
row exciton lines, one should try to avoid the limits of sing
QW structures and structures with a huge number of QW
~e.g., 50!. For the GaAs/AlxGa12xAs system considered
here, the narrowest lines have been found forN;10 pro-
vided that the potential fluctuations have the same amplit
in all the wells in all the model structures.

Time-resolved transmission or reflection spectra may g
much additional information about exciton polaritons a
disorder in MQW’s. Superradiance theory that ignores
disorder predicts the decrease of the exciton radiative l
time with increasing number of QW’s in the structure, sin
the radiative lifetime is inversely proportional to the imag
nary part of the polariton eigenenergy. In the presence

FIG. 4. Time-resolved reflection dynamics for ad pulse of light
incident on the periodic structures containing 1, 10, 25, and
QW’s with the same parameters as in Fig. 3. Also shown is
reemission from a vertically disordered MQW structure contain
25 QW’s, where the exciton resonance energy in each well exce
by 0.02 meV that in the underlying well.
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disorder this tendency isreversed. Figure 4 shows the calcu
lated time-resolved reflection spectra of the same MQ
structures as before, for the case of an incident ultrashort~d!
pulse of light. In this case, the time-resolved reflection
simply described by a Fourier transform of the complex a
plitude reflection coefficient. If all the QW’s are equivale
and experience in-plane potential fluctuations~horizontal
disorder case! the signal decays slower with increasing num
ber of QW’s. For all cases, the decay time is shorter b
than that expected in the situation of no disorder and t
detected in record quality GaAs/AlxGa12xAs MQW’s i.e.,
about 12 ps~Ref. 16 and the references cited therein!.
Clearly, the inhomogeneous broadening causes exciton
herences to decay much faster, while increasing the num
of QW’s reduces the effect of the disorder, so that the ex
ton lifetime increases. The appearance of distinct superr
ant modes in 25 and 50 QW structures leads to pronoun
oscillations in time-resolved spectra caused by quant
beats between these modes. Note that in these non-Br
arranged structures, the long time decay rates are still slo
for larger numbers of QW’s, and thus are not truly super
diant decays.

Both motional narrowing and superradiance effects
quire the coherence between excitons localized in differ
QW’s. This coherence can be broken if one introduces v
tical disorder, i.e., differences between exciton resona
frequencies (v0) in different QW’s. Figure 4 shows the
time-resolved reflection dynamics calculated for the same
QW structure as earlier but with exciton resonance frequ
cies in the QW’s equidistantly distributed between 1543
and 1543.5 meV. One can see that the decay of the sign
W
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much faster in this case than in that with only horizon
disorder, signaling the disappearance of the motional n
rowing effect. Moreover, the oscillations of the signal a
smeared out, thus no superradiant modes exist in the st
ture.

In conclusion, semiclassical treatment of the exciton p
laritons in MQW’s in the presence of in-plane potential flu
tuations reveals pronounced motional narrowing and sup
radiance effects. The motional narrowing regime is realiz
when the inhomogeneous broadening much exceeds the
diative width of bright exciton-polariton modes in the stru
ture. This reflects the change in the size of the quantum s
responsible for coupling light into the structure, and ma
fests itself in the decrease of the linewidth of the excit
resonance in reflection and the increase of the exciton ra
tive lifetime, with increasing number of QW’s. The optica
interference between different QW’s is responsible for t
vertical averaging of potential fluctuations in MQW stru
tures. This is fundamentally different from the earlier r
ported horizontal motional narrowing effect due to averagi
of disorder in the plane of a quantum microcavity. The s
perradiance effects dominate when the radiative decay rat
the bright modes exceeds the inhomogeneous broadenin
this regime, pronounced peaks corresponding to superrad
polariton modes are seen in the cw reflection spectra w
time-resolved reflection spectra show oscillations originat
from the beats between these modes. Vertical disorder s
presses both motional narrowing and superradiance effe
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